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Abstract - In this paper we propose a formal analytic graphbased description of zz-structures, an unusual, graphic-centric
way of linking and organizing information. Starting from this
formalized model, we make active and operative all the entities of the system, obtaining an actor-based model, called AZ.
The actors are organized in different hierarchical levels and
cooperate in order to achieve common goals and solve problems. In particular, the use of actor-based technology is helpful
in enhancing distributed computing capabilities, and interoperability in grid systems. The combination of zz-structures and
of cooperation activities of different actor classes allows us to
define dynamic virtual organizations and to analyze some of
issues related to system topological evolutions.

1

Introduction

The massive use of the Web’s functionality and the need to
gather enough computational resources for running different
applications at a single location are some of the aspects that
have led to the birth of the grid infrastructure. Distributed
and heterogeneous institutions and communities may share
data, programs, and computing resources to implement different decentralized services for science, government and
business. The grid can thus been seen as an extended Web,
where users share information, computer resources and services. Although machines and resources are heterogeneous,
i.e., are based on different platforms, hardware and software
architectures or computer languages, the way to access them
is via open standards. Moreover, differently from classical
distributed computing, grid computing on grid infrastructures offers innovative applications and in some cases also
high-performance computation. Examples of grid applications are: visualization of large distributed data sets, sharing scientific instruments in remote computers, distributed
processing of demanding data analysis and intensive simulations on remote supercomputers.
More formally, in [7], the authors define the grid problem as
”coordinated resource sharing and problem solving in dynamic, multi-institutional, virtual organizations”.
Certainly, distributed computer networks may be considered
the heart of the computational grids, but additional mechanisms must be added to the networks in order to model a
grid in the stronger sense. The technical demands of grid
concepts at this level require increasing amounts of ”intel-

ligence”, collaborative ability, adaptability, component mobility, etc.; also, gridness seems to imply that the system is
”aware of itself” to a certain extent, and has the ability to
carry out its tasks ”itself”, without a great deal of manual intervention; in other words, characteristics frequently associated with agents. The use of agent technology may be helpful in simplifying and enhancing distributed computing capabilities, and in particular enhancing intelligent interoperability in grid systems [2]. Representing the computational
and communication components of a computational grid as
agents allows these components to be both uniformly represented within the architecture, and managed in a straightforward way by higher level components.
In this work we concentrate on AZ, a grid model based
on an extension Actor-based of Zz-structures.
Actors are a class of computational agents, firstly defined by
Hewitt [9], and successively intensively studied by Agha [1].
Zz-structures are particular hypermedia structures, used for
linking and organizing information; they were firstly introduced by Ted Nelson [13], and then have been studied from
many different perspectives (an example is provided in [4]).
The choice of modeling with zz-structures some fundamental parts of a grid, such as the organizations, responds to
key aspects of grids, that are, e.g., composition of resources,
closure and fractal properties [10]; also, zz-structures are
minimalist and may be defined in a recursive way, by composition, generating local and global grids, or a hierarchy
of grids, and larger grids can be constructed by composing
smaller (perhaps local) grids. It may be possible for local
grids to operate independently from larger grids, of which
they may temporarily be a part. Local grids can provide heterogeneous enclaves where different standards, policies, or
systemic properties such as adaptability, scalability, security,
reliability, etc., hold.
In Section 2 we first propose a formal analytic graph-based
description of zz-structures. Note that, a first and preliminary step towards the formalization of the notion of zzstructures in terms of graph theory can be found in [8],
where the authors intuitively present this new model. Then,
in Section 3, starting from our formalized model, we make
active and operative all the entities of the system: the result is a distributed, actor-based model capable of representing both hypermedia distribution and collaborative schemes
among different and heterogeneous entities. These entities
and the data they store, may be viewed as a virtual organi-

zation V O, and are part of a particular grid infrastructure,
the data grid. This V O is organized in different hierarchical levels and entities cooperate in order to achieve common
goals and solve problems. As an example, in Section 4, we
show how these entities may collaborate in order to support
dynamically joining of new resources to a V O. We conclude
in Section 5.

2

Virtual Organizations

According to [15], a virtual organization V O is defined as a
set of concrete organizations O, that collaborate as peer, by:
a the set of resources and services; the interface for accessing them; the set of policies for the different operations; and
the set of protocols for implementing the policies. We can
recursively define a concrete organization as follows.
Definition 1 An organization O is a tuple (S, SE, P, P R)
where S is a structured set of resources, equipped with an
interface for accessing them. Each resource offers a subset
of services SE and supports a subset of policies P for the
operation of S and a subset of protocols P R for the implementation of P .
The interface of an organization O is the set of externally
visible operations through which the resources and services
of the O are accessed; the policy P is a set of rules specifying the admissible patterns of use for some types of resources and/or services; finally, a protocol P R defines the
sequence of interactions among the resources and services
of an O, used to implement a policy P .
In this section we first recall some basic graph theory notation and then we propose a formal model for S, the first
component of an organization O.
2.1 Basic graph theory definitions
A graph G is a pair G = (V, E), where V is a finite nonempty set of elements called vertices and E is a finite set
of distinct unordered pairs {u, v} of distinct elements of V
called edges. A multigraph is a triple M G = (V, E, f)
where V is a finite non-empty set of vertices, E is the set
of edges, and f : E → {{u, v} | u, v ∈ V, u 6= v} is a
surjective function.
An edge-colored multigraph is a triple ECM G =
(M G, C, c) where: M G = (V, E, f) is a multigraph, C is a
set of colors, c : E → C is an assignment of colors to edges
of the multigraph. In a multigraph M G = (V, E, f), edges
e1 , e2 ∈ E are called multiple or parallel iff f(e1 ) = f(e2 ).
Thus, a graph as a particular multigraph G = (V, E, f)
without parallel edges. Given an edge e = {u, v} ∈ E,
we say that e is incident to u and v; moreover u and v are
neighboring vertices. Given a vertex x ∈ V , we denote
with deg(x) its degree, i.e., the number of edges incident
to x, and with dmax the maximum degree of the graph, i.e.,
dmax = maxz∈V {deg(z)}. In a edge-colored (multi)graph
ECMG, where ck ∈ C, we define degk (x) the number of
edges of color ck incident to vertex x. A vertex of degree 0
is called isolated, a vertex of degree 1 is called pendant.
A path P = {v1, v2, . . . , vs} is a sequence of neighboring

vertices of G, i.e., {vi , vi+1} ∈ E, 1 ≤ i ≤ s − 1. Finally, a graph G = (V, E) is connected if: ∀x, y ∈ V , ∃ a
path P = {x = v1 , v2, . . . , vs = y}, with {vk , vk+1} ∈ E,
1 ≤ k ≤ s − 1.
2.2 Resources and interface of an organization O
The set of resources S in a concrete organization O are arranged using zz-structures, a new, graph-centric system of
conventions for data and computing. Zz-structures are intrinsically non-hierarchical (hierarchy is optional), and there
are intrinsic visualizations for everything, viewable in rows
and columns, to considerable benefit. Some examples of interfaces for accessing them are proposed in [13].
A zz-structure can be thought of as a hypermedia space filled
with cells: each cell (resource) may have a content: in this
case, it is atomic if it contains only one unit of data of one
type [11], or it is referential if it represents a package of different cells. There are also special cells that do not have a
content and thus are positional, i.e., have a positional or topographical function.
Cells are connected together into linear sequences, each of
which is composed of links of the same color: the glue of
a linear series is its dimension. A single series of cells connected in the same dimension is called rank, i.e., a rank is in
a particular dimension. Moreover, a dimension may contain
many different ranks. Each rank has a starting and an ending
cell, called headcell and tailcell, respectively, and the direction from the starting (ending) to the ending (starting) cell is
called posward (respectively, negward). For any dimension,
a cell can only have one connection in the posward direction,
and one in the negward direction. This ensures that all paths
are non-branching, and thus embodies the simplest possible
mechanism for traversing links.
Zz-structures. A zz-structure can be viewed as a multigraph where edges are colored, with the restriction that every vertex has at most two incident edges of the same color.
Differently from [8], we consider undirected graphs, i.e.,
edges may be traversed in both directions.
Definition 2 A zz-structure is an edge-colored multigraph
S = (M G, C, c), where M G = (V, E, f), and ∀x ∈
V, ∀k = 1, 2, ..., |C|, degk (x) = 0, 1, 2. Each vertex of
a zz-structure is called zz-cell and each edge a zz-link.
An example of a zz-structure is given in Figure 1. Observe
that we do not admit the property of having multiple edges
of the same color as it is not interesting in the model we are
considering.
Dimensions. An alternative way of viewing a zz-structure
is a union of subgraphs, each of which contains edges of a
unique color.
Proposition 1 Consider a set of colors C
=
{c1, c2, ..., c|C|} and a family of indirect edgecolored graphs {D1 , D2, ..., D|C|}, where Dk
=
(V, E k , f, {ck}, c), with k = 1, ..., |C|, is a graph
such that: E k 6= Ø, and ∀x ∈ V , degk (x) = 0, 1, 2. Then,
S|C|
S = k=1 Dk is a zz-structure.
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A rank is in a particular dimension and it must be a
connected component; consequently, a dimension can
contain one (if lk = 1) or more ranks. Moreover, the
number lk of ranks differs in each dimension Dk . E.g.,
in Figure 2, in dimension Dthick , we have two ranks
defined by vertices {v1 , v2, v3, v4, v10, v9, v8 , v1} and
{v11, v6, v7, v14}, and in dimension Ddotted , we have only
rank {v1 , v3, v5, v7, v6, v14}.

Figure 1. A zz-structure where thick, normal and dotted
lines represent three different colors.
S|C|
Definition 3 Given a zz-structure S = k=1 Dk , then each
graph Dk , k = 1, . . ., |C|, is a distinct dimension of S.
From Proposition 1 we derive that, all vertices exist in all
dimensions, and that the maximum degree dmax ≤ 2|C|.
Finally, ∀ei ∈ E k , c(ei ) = ck .
From Figure 1 we can extrapolate three dimensions, Dthick ,
Dnormal , and Ddotted , as shown in Figure 2. Moreover, a
dimension Dk = (V, E k , f, {ck }, c) is composed of:
• A set of isolated vertices, i.e, {x ∈ V : degk (x) =
0}, eventually empty. E.g., in dimension Dthick ,
v5 , v12, v13 are isolated vertices.
• A set of connected components identified by a sequence of vertices {x1, x2, . . . , xs}. These vertices
may create distinct paths, i.e., degk (xi ) = 2, ∀ i : 2 ≤
i ≤ s − 1, while degk (x1) = degk (xs) = 1. For example, path {v11 , v6, v7, v14} in dimension Dthick . Vertices may also create distinct cycles, i.e., paths where
x1 = xs, s > 2, and degk (xi ) = 2 ∀ i : 1 ≤ i ≤ s.
E.g., the cycle {v1 , v2, v3, v4, v10, v9, v8 , v1} in dimension Dthick .
Ranks. Each series of connected cells, identified in the
three different dimensions of Figure 2, is defined as a rank.
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Figure 2. The dimensions of the zz-structure of Figure 1.

Definition 4 Consider
a
dimension
Dk
=
k
(V, E , f, {ck}, c), k = 1, . . . , |C| of a zz-structure
S|C|
S = k=1 Dk . Then, each of the lk connected components
of Dk is called a rank.
Rki

(Vi , Eik , f, {ck}, c),

=
i = 1, . . ., lk ,
Thus, each rank
is an indirect, connected, edge-colored graph that owns the
following properties: Vi ⊆ V , Eik ⊆ E k , and ∀x ∈ Vi ,
1 ≤ degk (x) ≤ 2.

Definition 5 A ringrank is a rank Rki
(Vi , Eik , f, {ck }, c), i = 1, . . . , lk , where ∀x
Vi , degk (x) = 2.

=
∈

E.g., a ringrank is the cycle defined by vertices {v1, v2 ,
v3 , v4, v10, v9, v8, v1} in dimension Dthick of Figure 2.
Many ranks can be in the same dimension [13]. In this case,
they are defined as parallel ranks.
S|C|
Definition 6 Given a zz-structure S = k=1 Dk , m ranks
Rkj = (Vj , Ejk , f, {ck}, c), (j = 1, 2, . . ., m, 2 ≤ m ≤
lk ) are parallel ranks on the same dimension Dk , k ∈
{1, . . ., |C|} iff Vj ⊆ V , Ejk ⊆ E k , ∀j = 1, 2, . . ., m,
Tm
and j=1 Vj = ∅.
Thus, the ranks are on the same dimension Dk , and cannot
have cells in common. In Figure 2, the two ranks in the
dimension Dthick are parallel, as well as the two ranks in
the dimension Dnormal .
S|C|
Definition 7 Given a zz-structure S = k=1 Dk , a rank
Rai = (Vi , Eia , f, {ca}, c) in dimension Da and a rank Rbj =
(Vj , Ejb, f, {cb}, c) in dimension Db , a 6= b, we say that
Rai and Rbj are intersecting ranks on different dimensions iff
T
Vi , Vj ⊆ V , Eia ⊆ E a , Ejb ⊆ E b , and Vi Vj 6= ∅.
Thus the ranks are on two different dimensions, and
have one or more cells in common, given from the intersection of Vi and Vj . In Figure 1 and 2, e.g., the
rank {v1 , v2, v3, v4, v10, v9, v8 , v1} of dimension Dthick intersects, e.g., the rank {v8, v2, v3, v9 , v12} of dimension
Dnormal in vertices v2 , v3, v9, v8.
Local and global orientation.
Definition 8 Consider a rank Rki = (Vi , Eik , f, {ck }, c) of
S|C|
a zz-structure S = k=1 Dk . Then, ∃ a function gxi : Eik →
{−1, 1}, such that, ∀x ∈ Vi , if ∃y, z ∈ Vi : {x, y}, {x, z} ∈
Eik , then gxi ({x, y}) 6= gxi ({x, z}). Thus, we say that each
vertex x ∈ Vi has a local orientation in Rki . Given an edge
{a, b} ∈ Eik , we say that {a, b} is in a posward direction
from a in Rki iff gai ({a, b}) = 1, else is in a negward direction.
Thus, local orientation ([6]) is a property related to
each vertex of a rank. The vertices of the zz-structure have
also a global orientation, i.e., we can extend the previous
property to all the ranks and dimensions. Moreover, all the
local choices of orientation are consistent.

S|C|
Definition 9 Assume a zz-structure S = k=1 Dk has l =
P|C|
k
k
k=1 lk ranks Ri = (Vi , Ei , f, {ck }, c), i = 1, . . ., lk ,
and k = 1, . . . , |C|. Then, S has global orientation iff,
∀{x, y} ∈ Eik , ∀i = 1, . . . , lk , and ∀k = 1, . . . , |C|, we
have gxi ({x, y}) 6= gyi ({x, y}).

3

Actor-based zz-structures

In this section we present AZ, a grid model based on an extension Actor-based of Zz-structures. AZ is a new model for
describing autonomous organizations, where actor classes
are organized based on a hierarchy of interacting levels, as
depicted in Figure 3. Organizations are at the top of the hierarchy (zz-a-structure), viewed in terms of complex actors
that know and directly manipulate dimensions and isolated
cells; the dimensions are uniquely identified by their colors
and know and manipulate the ranks. The ranks know and coordinate cells and the links that connect them; finally, cells
and links are primary entities and exist independently from
the structures at the above levels.
zz-a-structure
zz-a-dimension
zz-a-rank

zz-a-cell

Figure 3. Actor-based hierarchy.

We assume that services SE, policies P and protocols P R
of an organization are distributed among actor classes as
shared agreements or capabilities, and are not centralized
in some framework. These three components are managed
by appropriate scripts, interaction schema and by the cooperation activities among actors. Now, we first recall a brief
description of the actor model and we then propose an actorbased model for the components SE, P and P R of an organization O.
3.1 Brief description of the actor model
In distributed systems the actor model [1] is used in order
to model concurrent computations.
Each actor is defined by a passive part, that is, a set of local
variables, termed acquaintances in [1], that constitute its
internal state; an active part, that reacts to the external environments by executing some predefined procedural skills,
called scripts defining the behavior of the actor; finally, its
mail queue, that buffers incoming communication (i.e., messages).
Each actor has a unique name (the uniqueness property) and
a behavior, and communicates with other actors via asynchronous messages.

Actors are reactive in nature, i.e., they execute only in response to messages received, and may perform three basic
actions: create a finite number of actors with universally
fresh names; send a finite number of messages; assume a
new behavior.
An actor’s behavior is deterministic i.e., its response to a
message is uniquely determined by the message contents
and its internal state.
An actor is thus described by specifying two elements: its
data part and its script part, that is a set of scripts which can
be executed by the specific actor.
(DefActorActorN ame
hacquaintances-listi {scripts-list})
However the ”pure” actor model suffers from rigid
point-to-point communication protocol, that limits the
design of efficient collaboration strategies; an extension of
communication strategies is proposed in [5] and used in this
work. So, the communication between a sender and one
or more receivers may use multicasting message passing
protocols and is accomplished by the send command types:
send allows an actor to send a point-to-point message;
send-m allows an actor to send multicasting messages
on the network; send-now and send-now-m are similar
to the previous send, but they require an acknowledge
message from the receiver actors in order to continue the
computation.
A general form of the send construct is the following:
send-type (script-name argument-list; . . . ;
script-name argument-list) to destination-list
where: send-type . . . to is one of the send commands;
script-name argument-list determines the script (with its
arguments, if any) that the destination actors trigger once
they have received the message; destination-list, introduced by the keyword to , identifies the actor(s) to which
the message is addressed.
3.2 Services, protocols and policies
The first level of the hierarchy is composed by a unique
special actor zz-a-structure, that coordinates the whole
organization; it is a referential actor that collects and
manages the family of dimensions and of isolated cells, it is
composed of.
(DefActor zz-a-structure
hdimensions isolated-cells . . . i
{return-colors return-ranks return-cells
return-links check-global-orientation
delete(cell1 , . . . , cellsj ) . . . })
Dimensions and isolated cells are respectively addressed
by the acquaintances dimensions and isolated-cells.
Other information on the zz-structure can be obtained by
activating specific scripts: for example, the first four scripts
presented in this actor class enable it to derive colors,
ranks, cells and links that constitute the zz-structure. These
operations are performed by sending querying messages
to dimensions and isolated-cells; ranks and used colors
are obtained directly from dimensions actors, while cell

and link references are requested from dimensions to ranks
actors. Other scripts, such as check-global-orientation
that checks whether local orientation of neighboring cells
are consistent, and delete(cell1 , . . . , cellsj ), that deletes
a chosen set of cells, are used in dynamic operations
illustrated in Section 4.
The dimension is at the second level of the hierarchy.
(DefActor zz-a-dimension
hcolor ranks structure isolated-cellsi
{check-dir(x, y) merge-ranks update . . .})
Any dimension knows its color, the set of ranks it is
composed of and the zz-structure it belongs to. The script
check-dir(x, y) checks if the addition of a new edge {x, y}
directed from x to y is admittable, and merge-ranks
merges two distinct ranks into a new single one.
The third level of the hierarchy is composed by the ranks.
(DefActor zz-a-rank
h(cell1 , cell2 , . . ., celln )
/((cell1 , cell2 ), . . . , (celln−1, celln ))
color dimension ringranki
{check-local-orientation get-color return-ring
set-ringrank set-head set-tail delete . . .})
The (cell1 , cell2 , . . . , celln ) acquaintances represent the ordered list of zz-cells present in the rank.
Derived only-read attributes are the colored links
((cell1 , cell2 ), . . . , (celln−1, celln )). ringrank is a
boolean attribute, that assumes ringrank = true if the rank
is a ringrank (i.e., if cell1 = celln), false otherwise. The
script return-ring checks if the rank is a ringrank, while
the script set-ringrank transforms a rank into a ringrank.
The last layer of our hierarchy is constituted by the zz-cells.
(DefActor zz-a-cell
hresource zz-structure/zz-rank(s) freedir . . .i
{check-degree(color)
return-freedir(color) (delete, x, y, cj ) . . .})
A zz-cell is an atomic or composite resource in the
organization, and it has minimal information about the
external environment: it addresses the zz-structure, if
it is an isolated cell, or alternatively the set of ranks it
is contained in. The script check-degree(color) checks
the degree of two vertices in a specific dimension; the
script return-freedir(color), given a color k, returns the
non-used direction; thus, the acquaintance freedir assumes
value both if the cell x is an isolated vertex, posward (or
negward) when the posward (or negward) part is free, and
finally none if degk (x) = 2.

4

Evolution of an organization O

An interesting issue that we want to address is the dynamical join of a new resource to the organization O. This can
be handled at the actor level with the addition of a new link.
In this section we will show how a session actor may coordinate the addition of an edge between two cells of an

organization O. We will show the execution code of a dimension actor Dk , and we will describe the different actions executed by ranks, zz-cells and the zz-structure. The
interaction between actors is defined using the diagrammatic
language AUML (Agent Unified Modeling Language) [14],
extension of UML (Unified Modeling Language) for agents.
Assume A is the user-author that interacts in order to add the
link, O is the name of the zz-structure, Dk is the dimension
with color ck , Rk(x) is the name of the rank x belongs to. If x
is an isolated vertex in dimension Dk , that is, degk (x) = 0,
then we assume that Rk(x) = ∅. Let us now consider a session actor SA of a O. Whenever SA receives from an author
A the message (add (x, y) ck ), regarding the addition of the
new edge {x, y} of a particular color ck and directed from x
to y, it sends the following multicast messages to vertices x
and y:
send-now-m(checkdegree(ck )) to x y
The control returns back to the session actor SA that will
continue the addition operation only if both x and y have
at least a not-occupied direction (i.e., degk (x) 6= 2 and
degk (y) 6= 2). If this condition is not satisfied, then SA
communicates to A that is not possible to add the edge
{x, y} in dimension Dk , and thus A will decide whether
to send a new request or not. On the other hand, if the addition is admissible then SA sends to dimension Dk all the
information necessary to add the edge i.e., (x, y), the edge in
form of an ordered list to identify posward and negward directions, the address Rk(x) of the rank x belongs to in dimension Dk , with the relative degree degk (x), and the acquaintance freedirx that identifies the direction(s) on which x
has no edge. In the same message, analogous information
are sent also for y, i.e. Rk(y), degk (y) and freediry . The
behavior of Dk is formally described in Table 1.

Addition((x, y), Rk(x) , degk (x), f reedirx , Rk(y) , degk (y), f reediry )
1. check-dir(x, y);
2. if dir = incoherent
3. then send (incoherentdir (x, y) ck ) to SA
4. else Case: Rk(x) = Rk(y) 6= ∅: send (ringrank) to Rk(x) ;
5.
Rk(x) = ∅ and Rk(y) 6= ∅: send (addHead x) to Rk(y);
6.
Rk(x) 6= ∅ and Rk(y) = ∅: send (addT ail y) to Rk(x) ;
7.
Rk(x) = Rk(y) = ∅: createN ewRank ((x, y));
8.
Rk(x) 6= Rk(y) : mergeRanks (Rk(x) , Rk(y) ).

Table 1. Addition of an edge. Code of dimension Dk .

At the receipt of this message, Dk checks (line 1) if the introduction of the edge (x, y) maintains a coherent direction
of the edges (i.e., maintains global orientation). If this is not
possible (line 2), then Dk communicates to SA (and SA respectively to A) that is not possible to add the edge {x, y}
in dimension Dk (line 3). Else, if the edge maintains global
orientation, the dimension Dk will assume four different behaviors depending on the values of Rk(x) and Rk(y) :
Case Rk(x) = Rk(y) 6= ∅ (line 4 of Table 1). If Rk(x) = Rk(y) 6=
∅, then x is the tailcell and y the headcell of the same rank

Rk(xy) = Rk(x) = Rk(y). In this case, Rk(xy) is transformed
into a ringrank under Dk ’s request. This operation is performed by script set-ringrank, local at Rk(xy) (see Figure
4), and will end only after x e y have updated the variable
freedir. Then Rk(xy) communicates to Dk the end of the
operation and this information is forwarded to SA.
x

sessionActor

y

k

R(xy)

k

D

checkdegree (ck)

[degk(x)=2&degk(y)=2] add((x, y) ...)
[dir=incoherent] incoherentdir ((x,y), ck)

check-dir (x,y)

[Rk(x)=Rk(y)=O] ringrank
update ((x, y), ck)

set-ringrank
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Figure 4. Case Rk(x) = Rk(y) 6= ∅.

Case Rk(x) = ∅ and Rk(y) 6= ∅ (line 5 of Table 1). If
Rk(x) = ∅, then x is an isolated vertex; for this reason, Rk(y)
inserts vertex x as its new head under Dk ’s request . In
this case, beside the update of x, y, Rk(y) and Dk , the zzstructure O has to delete x from the set of isolated cells. As
in the previous case the operation ends with a message that
is forwarded up to the session actor SA. The case Rk(x) 6= ∅
and Rk(y) = ∅ (line 6 of Table 1) is analogous.
Case Rk(x) = Rk(y) = ∅ (line 7 of Table 1). If both x and
y are isolated cells, Dk will create a new rank Rk(xy). This
operation requires an update of the cells x and y, of the zzstructure O and of dimension Dk itself . Also in this case
the operation ends with a message that is forwarded up to
the session actor SA.
Case Rk(x) 6= Rk(y); Rk(x), Rk(y) 6= ∅ (line 8 of Table 1).
In this case, x is the tailcell of its rank Rk(x) and y is the
headcell of its rank Rk(y). The merge operation is carried
out by Dk that sends a request of inglobing Rk(y) into Rk(x) .
When Rk(x) acknowledges this operation, then Dk destroys
Rk(y), x and y update their information and the operation
ends with a message from Dk to the session actor SA.
The proof of correctness of this algorithm is omitted for lack
of space.

5

Conclusion

In the first part of this paper, we have provided a formal
graph-based description of virtual organizations, in terms of
zz-structures and of computational agents. We have shown
how the use of actor-based technology may be helpful in
simplifying and enhancing distributed computing capabilities, and in particular enhancing interoperability in grid systems.
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